
Jason BallBio: Detroit District Sales Manager for Miller Electric 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-ball-6988265/
Jason Ball, Detroit District Sales Manager for Miller Electric,

comes from an extensive project management and Weld Engineering background with
numerous "Green Field" and product launches across multiple end-users such as Caterpillar,
Polaris, and JCI/Adient. Jason’s experience helps companies and training programs

develop cost-effective products while maintaining a high focus on training and visual factory floor
management. At Miller Electric, he oversees managing and growing the Detroit market within the
Illinois Tool Works / Miller Electric portfolio, along with bringing his background in welding to help
customers address pain points in the market.
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LIFT will be serving heavy hors d’oeuvres
RSVP to: robert.w.watson@gm.com by April 8th.

Seats are limited to 25 attendees so registration will be first come,
first served with a wait list in case of back outs.

Please join us for the April 14th AWS Technical meeting at the LIFT headquarters
in Corktown, Detroit. LIFT, operated by the American Lightweight Materials
Manufacturing Innovation Institute (ALMMII), is a public-private partnership between
the U.S. Department of Defense, industry and academia. As part of the national
network of manufacturing innovation institutes, LIFT’s mission is to drive the U.S.
industrial sector toward the future manufacturing revolution to support our nation’s
economy and enhance national security. As a 501(c) (3) membership-based organization,
LIFT has 335 members that drive
technology and talent in advanced
manufacturing. Joining the LIFT
presentation will be Jason Ball,
Detroit District Sales Manager for
Miller Electric, one of LIFT’s Gold
members and key education and
workforce development partners, will
present insights into their products,
work, and mission in advancing and
supporting welding technology and
talent at LIFT and nationally. Event
registration and details to follow. 

April Technical Meetingt
Thursday, April 14, 2022

Location: LIFT Headquarters
1400 Rosa Parks Blvd, Detroit, MI  48216

Click here for Google Maps

Jason Ball

https://www.google.com/maps/place/1400+Rosa+Parks+Blvd,+Detroit,+MI+48216/@42.3267497,-83.0766034,15z/data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x883b2d44a9dcd475:0x4fffdbd3cb1a817a!2s1400+Rosa+Parks+Blvd,+Detroit,+MI+48216!3b1!8m2!3d42.3267497!4d-83.0678487!3m4!1s0x883b
https://www.google.com/maps/place/1400+Rosa+Parks+Blvd,+Detroit,+MI+48216/@42.3267497,-83.0766034,15z/data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x883b2d44a9dcd475:0x4fffdbd3cb1a817a!2s1400+Rosa+Parks+Blvd,+Detroit,+MI+48216!3b1!8m2!3d42.3267497!4d-83.0678487!3m4!1s0x883b
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http://www.awsdetroit.org
http://www.awsdetroit.org
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-ball-6988265/
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Greetings AWS family and friends, I hope this
message finds you well. 
What a great Ladies Night we had!!! I would like to

express a heartfelt THANK YOU to all the companies that
purchased tables, as well as the couples and individuals
who purchased tickets to attend our recent Ladies Night
Gala that was held at the Motor City Casino-Hotel in
Detroit on March 19. Also, a special thanks to Mark Gugel,
Don Maatz and all those behind the scenes to make this
event happen. I also want to thank my beautiful wife who
attended with me and helped get the raffle going by
drawing the first winning ticket. Congratulations to all
the raffle winners and thank you to the prize contributors!!  
This was personally my very first Ladies Night and our

first AWS-Detroit Ladies Night in two years due to the
pandemic. I’m so glad I was able to finally attend this
event and I’m even happier that we, as a section, could
organize this type of gathering again. It was certainly a
great event and early reports indicated that over 300 guests
were in attendance. If you missed this event, you should
really make it a point to attend next year, and if you were
there you know how great this event turned out. Even
more important than just getting out and having a great
time is the purpose behind this event. It’s an opportunity
to honor the spouses behind the scenes of those that make
the AWS and the Detroit Section function. Additionally,
it’s yet another way that our section raises funds to support
our scholarship efforts. Again, thank you to the companies,
couples and individuals that supported this event, without
you an event like this simply doesn’t happen. You are
truly appreciated.  
Our April Technical Meeting is being held at LIFT on

April 14. At the time I was putting this info together the
final details were still being worked out. I’m confident that
all of the information is elsewhere in this e-Bulletin.  

As we look ahead another month, the High School
Welding Contest is coming up again on May 13th at
Washtenaw Community College. This is another great
event and will mark the 49th contest that the AWS-Detroit
Section has been involved with. This event allows local
high school students to put their skills to the test and earn
scholarship money toward a future welding and welding
related career. And if you haven’t noticed lately, there has
been a huge push nationally to strengthen our welding
and labor work force in the United States. With an increased
demand for welders on a national level, why not support
those efforts right here in our own back yard with our
high school students. If you or your company would like
more information on how you can support this effort,

please contact me directly and I will work out the details
with you.
As always, thank you to the many that have paved the

way before me and those that will come after. Month after
month, year after year the men and women volunteers of
the AWS-Detroit Section come together to make great
events happen so that all of us in our local welding industry
can become better acquainted, learn together, and produce
better products through acquired knowledge. 
The AWS Detroit Section truly is the greatest section

within AWS because of the support we get from our
members. Thank you to all who support us and work
within this section to make it the best. We work hard to
bring you events and technical meetings with content that
is both fun and informative. Our events calendar is a great
place to find out about these and other upcoming events.
Please check often at the link below since we are updating
these events regularly.
https://awssection.com/detroit/event-calendar/
Thank you again for the many ways you support our AWS
Detroit Section and the industry we serve.

Certification No. 09070281
Roush Industries – B28
12068 Market St.
Livonia, MI  48150

Eric Lichtfusz
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How to Make Aluminum Cables
Work for High Current Applications
in Electric Vehicles

Aluminum cables for high current applications in electric
vehicles can not only lower cost and weight, but also
improve durability of the overall cable system and electric
vehicle harness. So why haven’t they been widely adopted?
This article discusses the need for aluminum cables, what
the industry has done so far, and how a new key welding
technology from Innovative Weld Solutions LLC (IWSL)
can enable the widespread use of aluminum cables for
high current applications in electric vehicles.  
It is expensive and heavy to use stranded-copper wire

high current/high voltage cables that are several meters
long to connect the battery/inverter/motor and other
components in an electric vehicle (EV). For example, it
costs over $1,500 to use these copper cables to electrify a
school bus. Moreover, their weight reduces the range of
these vehicles on a single charge of the battery system.
Stranded-wire aluminum cables would be much less
expensive and significantly lighter. Unfortunately, until
now, there were too many risks and uncertainties in trying
to reliably join them to connectors.
There were a lot of industry efforts to try to use stranded-

wire aluminum cables, but until IWSL’s technology, none
have been robust or reliable enough to warrant widespread
adoption. Here is a brief summary of the attempts and
their less than ideal results. In short, the primary challenge
has been how to join the aluminum stranded wires to the
connector.  
1) Cold/hot crimping after coating/plating of the

aluminum wires with tin, nickel and other metals was
tried. Unfortunately, the joints ended up having high
resistance and a tendency to form intermetallic
compounds in service when they heated.

2) Friction welding/flash butt welding of solid connectors
to stranded aluminum wires contained tightly in sleeves
faced problems with quality, reliability and durability.

3) Laser welding of stranded-aluminum wires in sleeves
was very expensive, and it needed several passes with
low-wavelength lasers, requiring more expensive eye
protection.

4) Soldering aluminum, including plasma/resistance
soldering, faced the same issues as cold/hot crimping
described above. Intermetallic compounds of aluminum
with elements like zinc, silver or copper are prone to

high resistance, and get worse with service. Plus, the
aluminum oxide on the surface of every single wire in
the stranded-wire cable had to be cleaned.

5) A consortium made up of Japanese, European, and US
companies tried resistance compaction/resistive melting
of stranded-wire aluminum cable ends with connectors.
It was declared impractical.

6) Ultrasonic welds came the closest to practical use, especially
in low current applications, but still faced issues. There were
problems of some oxide areas on the wire surfaces not
being removed in the weld operation, some non-uni formity
in weld deformation, and relative tool move ments. Also,
the lack of a top cover around the weld ed wires failed to
prevent low-temperature creep that aluminum wires have
a tendency to suffer, resulting in potentially separating the
wires from the connector over time.
So what has IWSL done differently? For starters, IWSL

uses their ultra-high current resistance weld equipment
(shown in Figure 1) to compact aluminum wires and melt
them together with a connector into a full weld nugget.  
This patented tech from IWSL places a chosen length

of the stranded-wire cable
between the connector
and other containment
for welding. The tooling
is designed to focus the
weld current into the
cable length to be melted,
while still maintaining a
larger electrode-to-metal
contact area. IWSL calls
this method Focused-Melt
Resistance Welding (FMRWTM).
Figure 2 shows photos of example weld cross-sections.

Just from the photos, several advantages can be observed:
There is a melted and solidified weld nugget consisting of
all the wires along the chosen weld length at the end of
the cable. No filler elements or solder are needed, so there
is no risk of generating intermetallic compounds during
the service of the cable. Another major advantage – the

weld is contained on all sides and metallurgically welded
to the connector/containment. That removes the risk of
cold creep of individual wires out of the weld joint. 
IWSL’s Focused-Melt Resistance Welding addresses the

concerns that earlier industry efforts had. On top of that,
it is size scalable, allowing the manufacturing of cables
for electric vehicles on a large scale.
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By V. (Anthony)
Ananthanarayanan, Ph.D.

SCIENC
E &

TECHN
OLOGY

Dr. Anthony is President and Chief Technical Officer at
Innovative Weld Solutions L.L.C.
Telephone:  +1 937-545-7695
Lab Address: 2147 East 10 Mile Road, Warren, MI 48091
Mailing Address: 1022, Miners Run, Rochester, MI 48306

Figure 2.Cut-sections of 120 mm2 and 25 mm2 stranded wire cable FMRWTM

Welds: Aluminum wires stay melted together in the weld

Figure 1. IWSL’s ultra-high current
welder with flexible T-Slot tooling

For more information contact Dr. Anthony at IWSL at: anthony@
innovativeweldsolutions.com / innovativeweldsolutions.com

https://www.innovativeweldsolutions.com
mailto:anthony@innovativeweldsolutions.com
mailto:anthony@innovativeweldsolutions.com
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April Hotline
This is a friendly reminder to please submit “Hotline” articles for the
AWS Detroit Section’s E-Bulletin. If you have any articles that you would
like to get into the eBulletin please email them to Cody.Nichols@
midwayproducts.com no later than 3p on the 15th of the month, for
inclusion in the next publication. Please submit them in Microsoft Word
format and feel free to include photos. 

As a reminder, the “Hotline” section is devoted to topics that are general
interest items for members of the Detroit Section. General interest items
can include job openings, jobs wanted, personnel changes, announcements
of special meetings, events, educational opportunities, seminars, obituaries
and any other items that may interest the members of the Detroit Section.

HOTLINE continued on page 7

Arc Junkies Podcast and American Welding
Society Continue Weld Wednesdays
Partnership                             AWS Welding Digest
The American Welding Society is pleased to announce the continued
“Weld Wednesdays” partnership on the Arc Junkies podcast with host,
Jason Becker. Since 2021, on the first Wednesday of each month, AWS
Subject Matter Experts and Becker tackle a variety of welding-related
topics such as Putting your VA Benefits to Work for You, Changes to
the D1.1:2020 Structural Welding Code, AWS Codes and Standards,
and more.

Resistance Welding’s Rich History
AWS Welding Digest
The birth of resistance welding (RW) goes back to the 19th century.
Here, Don DeCorte, an American Welding Society member for 42
years, shares stories and his thoughts about RW's colorful history. 

The Benefits of Eddy Current Array
Examination of Stress-Corrosion Cracking
AWS Welding Digest
Stress-corrosion cracking occurs when cracks link corrosion pits, causing
multiple cracks in all orientations in the base material of pressure vessels,
pipes, and storage tanks. 

CRWT: A new benchmark for the evaluation of
resistance welding personnel                     AWS
The Certified Resistance Welding Technician (CRWT) exam covers various
resistance welding fundamentals and concepts. To ensure the most
comprehensive training, AWS provides study options candidates can
leverage to prepare for the exam. The next in-person training is April
27-28 in Romulus, MI. Click here to register or to explore upcoming
training sessions. 

Protect Your Employees & Your Company
Do you sometimes have employees tack welding without a helmet?
This is not safe for your employees and can be damaging to your company.
The Tack Shield can fix all of this. Get everyone safely tacking without
a helmet, in a great productive way! Learn more at TheTackShield.com,
and for bulk purchases contact us at support@thetackshield.com

Fronius USA, Brighton MI Announces
New Team Member
The Brighton, MI office welcomes Cinnamon Digan to
the regional technical support team. Cinnamon worked
part time as a welder/fabricator while attending the

Pennsylvania College of Technology and spent a summer as an intern
with Fronius USA. She graduated with a bachelor’s degree in welding
engineering and joined the Fronius team soon after. In her spare time,
Cinnamon enjoys being active in the outdoors, tending her honeybees
and pets, playing piano or working on her motorcycle and car.  

Learn More...
Note from the editor: Safety first. Don’t shake hands with danger. Please,
no tack welding without a shield. #10 and better for arc welding.

Take it to the next level, get in on the District action. District Director
Phil Temple is looking for 1 or 2 members to join the District 11 Scholarship
Committee. Please contact him if you are interested in helping out.

Another issue AWS is continuing to watch closely is the lawsuit involving
ASME, ASME, and ASNT, where the claim is that any code, standard, or
recommended referenced by a government regulation should be provided

mailto:support@thetackshield.com
http://TheTackShield.com
https://pages.aws.org/crwt
https://pages.aws.org/crwt
https://weldingdigest.aws.org/blog/the-benefits-of-eddy-current-array-examination-of-stress-corrosion-cracking
https://weldingdigest.aws.org/blog/resistance-weldings-rich-history
https://weldingdigest.aws.org/blog/arc-junkies-podcast-and-american-welding-society-continue-weld-wednesdays-partnership
mailto:Cody.Nichols@midwayproducts.com
mailto:Cody.Nichols@midwayproducts.com
https://www.fronius.com/en-us/usa/welding-technology
mailto:f.lissner@outlook.com
http://www.cor-met.com


Welding: The Tie That Binds
One of the ties that has bound father-son duo Fred and Keith Bernier
is their passion for welding. Both learned to weld as youngsters and
transformed their passions into fruitful careers in the welding industry.

Proving that the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, the pair have
dedicated time as chair of the American Welding Society (AWS) Detroit
Section - Fig.1. Fred served as chair from1987 to1988, and Keith took
on the role from1996 to 1997.

“We have had many great adventures through
our careers, and the AWS Detroit Section was a
big part of our lives,” Keith affirmed.

Fred and Keith are also longtime AWS members.
At the 2014 FABTECH show in Atlanta, GA, Fred
was recognized by AWS for reaching Gold Member
status (50 years). Also in attendance was Keith,
who was honored for attaining Life Member status
(35 years) - Fig.2.

Despite the overlap in their interests, Fred and
Keith have enjoyed different experiences within
the world of welding. Read on to learn more about
this father-son team of welding professionals.
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HOTLINE continued on page 8

for free. The claim continues to be defended vigorously since the standard
development organizations in the US are funded by the sale of such
standards – not by the government.

Bruce Kelly continues to support AWS Detroit! Don Maatz shipped Bruce
Kelly a binder of historical Detroit Section records. When Bruce returns
from Florida, he is expected to resume digitizing historic AWS Detroit
records so that they are searchable by applying OCR. Bruce Kelly’s work
is directly responsible for the “Days Gone By …” section of the AWS
Detroit eBulletin that we enjoy reflecting on in each issue since his work
began on this project.

Warren Peterson/Andrea Orr has received word of support from LIFT for
a Fall 2022 event aimed to bring together industry and academia related
to welding and the automotive industry. The AWS Detroit / LIFT Symposium
(event name subjected to change) will be an evening technical program.
It will be held at the LIFT facility and feature a keynote speech along with
on-site demonstrations, poster displays, and featured technical talks. The
next morning, there would be a meet-and-greet breakfast that could allow
industry representatives to mingle with students and serve as a networking
opportunity (career fair) for participants. Also proposed, a welding
competition to lure the local welding schools to participate. This will be
a stand alone event! LIFT is supporting with a lot of the heavy lifting in
event planning, but the SMWC duo will need to provide support on
invitations, publicity, and network outreach. If anyone would like to help
by serving on the committee, please reach out and contact Andrea Orr.

The presentation that United Technical hosted with speaker Warren
Peterson at the Ukrainian Cultural Center was well received and thought
of largely as a well prepared and executed event. United Technical’s
support for the evening made it an enjoyable event with excellent
networking opportunities for everyone. AWS Detroit appreciates and
enjoys the continued support of its longtime patron. 

James Torres is hopeful that the AWS Detroit Executive Meetings can be
switched back to in-person meetings next month. Location has yet to
be announced.

You heard it hear first … service awards in May. Dr. Mike Karagoulis is
acquiring Detroit Section memorabilia for the event at Lincoln Electric.
Mike has been quoted saying “the committee is prepared.”

Fig. 1 - Father-son duo
(from right) Fred and
Keith Bernier are shown
at an AWS Detroit
Section meeting in
1996, during which
Fred passed the Section
chair gavel to his son.

http://www.welform.com
mailto:sales@dengensha.com


Keeping It In
the Family
At age 12, Fred
learned how to
weld from his step -
father, who could
always be found in
the garage tinkering with a fabrication project.
By the time Fred got to high school, he was a
strong enough welder to secure a part-time
job. Although Fred didn’t have his teenage
mindset on becoming a welder, his stepfather
had other plans in store for him and used his
connections with the Detroit Industrial Vehicles
Co. (DIVCO), which made bakery and milk
trucks, to get his stepson into the working world.

“He exaggerated my welding skills to land me
a job on the product line,” Fred recalled.

Although the job wasn’t easy for him at first,
Fred found his footing thanks to the aid of co-
workers who wanted to see him succeed.

“I was a young novice with only 15 minutes to
weld the two front and rear corners to a truck
body. I had no idea what I was doing,” he said.
“I was lucky to have a lot of guys on the line
who wanted to help because I was young.”

Fred further grew his talent under the tutelage
of his first mentor, Johnny Rul, who dedicated
time to helping Fred sharpen his skills. “After
four or five trucks, I was able to get it done
right,” he stated.

Fred’s position grew along with his skill, and
he began working overtime on a daily basis,
which allowed him to earn more money than
his stepfather. He leveraged his increasing skills
to attain a better job and move up the corporate
ladder until he became the company’s president.

“I used this experience to work at a big company
that manufactured welding material,” he re -
collected. “I went from somebody who was
just employed to the sales manager at 23 years
of age, progressing to preside.” Fred credits
this success to a little luck as well as his unwavering
passion and quickness in seizing opportunities.

“I must chalk some of that up to love and having
all the chips fall my way. It was important to
me to be the first guy sitting at the table having
my act together, being prepared and ready to
go,” he explained. “When I found a good
opportunity, I would hold on to it and recognize
when it was time to switch horses.”

Fred’s success can also be attributed to those
who showed him the ropes early in life, so when
it came time for him to take up the mantle of
fatherhood, he made sure to expose his children
to the trades. He began to include Keith on
different fabrication projects. Although they
didn't always agree on most things, the experience

strengthened both their
skills and bond.

“If there was anybody who
was very flattering, it was
Keith. He always had a lot
of respect for me, but
would still challenge him
on ideas,” Fred reminisced.

“Strategizing together was refreshing and
energizing. We learned a lot together.”

With Fred’s guidance, Keith eventually outshone
his dad in skill. “Very early it was obvious to me
that Keith had more talent than myself,” Fred
asserted. “It was clear by the time he was in his
mid-20s that he was the prime candidate for
someone looking for new people.”

Even though Keith entered the welding Industry,
just like his dad, Fred doesn’t believe his son
intended to emulate his career. Instead, Fred
insists that Keith’s passion, skills, and diligence
landed him in the industry.

“I do not think Keith intentionally followed in
my footsteps; there wasn’t a direct plan and
succession line in place. We were hardworking
and street smart. We used the skills we learned
from peers and in manuals to take a passion
and turn it into a career,” he said. “The best
combination of luck, timing, and perseverance
were what parlayed our craft into a business.”

A Chip Off the Ol’ Block
Keith’s exposure to welding was a byproduct
of his father’s fascination with fabricating and
repairing vehicles. As a child, Keith was introduc -
ed to smaller motorcycles and racing along
with the repair work that came with them.

“Dad loved anything with a motor and fabricated
a minibike for us in the early 1960s, which
progressed to acquiring Honda 50s and 70s
with the fold-down handlebars to competitive
Motocross racing,” Keith remembered. “Along
the way, things broke, which required welding.”

When Keith was old enough, his dad taught
him how to repair their motorycles using weld -
ing, an activity that ignited Keith’s passion for
the craft.

“In my early teens, Dad taught me how to
oxyacetylene weld expansion chambers on our
two-stroke motorcycles,” he reflected. “The art
of welding had my interest at that point.”

Following the example set by his stepfather,
Fred used his connections in the welding industry
to get his teenage son a job at Owens Welding,
Hazel Park, Michigan. As a 16-year-old who
had just received his first car, Keith was not
thrilled about spending his summer vacation
working at 7:00 a.m. sharp.

“My job involved sweeping the floors, driving
the company truck for pickups and deliveries,

and learning what I could about the various
welding processes in use,” Keith explained.

Fred’s plan was to get Keith to become proficient
in the trade before inviting his son to work at
his company. During Keith’s time at Owens
Welding, he learned a variety of processes,
including gas tungsten, shielded metal, gas
metal, and submerged arc welding as well as
carbon arc gouging. He also learned the metal -
lurgy of tool steels along with the welding and
heat treatment processes required for each.

“Dad was running a tool steel and maintenance
welding supply company and felt my next step
after graduation was that I work a welding
bench learning the business prior to coming
to work for him,” he said. “He could not have
been more spot on.”

Keith eventually went to work for his father,
which he described as his “next phase of
continuous education.” In addition to honing
his hands-on abilities, Keith was required to
develop his knowledge of the science of welding
by taking classes.

“I still shudder when I see the iron carbon equil -
ibrium diagram from the metallurgy courses
Dad had me take,” Keith joked.

According to Keith, Fred was passionate about
teaching not just his son but everyone about
welding. In addition to running a company,
Fred moonlighted as a welding instructor at
both a local community college and a training
facility for members of the Detroit United Auto
Workers. Keith is proud of the positive impact
his father has had on the lives of many people
in the industry.

”Dad loved teaching the art and science of
welding and continued doing so into his early
80s,” Keith stated. “I still run into people who
took a class Dad taught, and they all say, ‘He
was the greatest.’”

100 Years of Combined Experience
Today, Fred is retired from his long and successful
career and lives in Florida with his wife of almost
66 years.

Keith is a senior sales account manager at Iowa-
based Genesis Systems, an IPG Photonics
company that provides solutions for laser systems.
From his home office in Michigan, Keith promotes
laser automation systems with a focus one-
Mobility battery production. He has been with
the company for 25 years and still calls his Dad
every now and then with welding questions.

This year, the father-son team will amass a
combined 100 years of experience in the welding
industry. (ml)
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Fig. 2 - Fred Bernier
(right) is pictured
celebrating 50 years of
AWS membership with
his son, Keith, who
celebrated 35 years, at
the 2014 FABTECH
show in Atlanta, GA.

Excerpt from Society News, March 2022,
pg 41
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• Institutional Grants (endowment based); 
• Scholarships through Application (endowment based); 
• Scholarships through aptitude (HSWC); 
• Vocational Support (case by case but budgeted each year),
• Institution (e.g. supply gas and materials),

• Local Contest (e.g. travel expense),
• International Contest (e.g. travel expense);

• Student Memberships (evaluated each year);
• Student Chapter (evaluated each year);
• Technical and Educational Opportunities.

OUR MISSION is to advance the science, technology and appli cation of welding and allied joining and cutting processes worldwide, including brazing,
soldering and thermal spraying. AWS Detroit provides support for the industry in many ways, including:
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Reflecting On

GONEBy...
Days

Glenn Knight’s
Decades of Passion

Sept. 1984 Tech Meeting

Al Turley

Dr. J Stuart Hunter-Anthony Metzger

Glenn Knight-Jerry Ramsden

Glenn Knight

Glenn Knight-Terry Prykucki
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